Recent advances in fine-grained recognition utilize attention maps to localize objects of interest. Although there are many ways to generate attention maps, most of them rely on sophisticated loss functions or complex training processes. In this work, we propose a simple and straightforward attention generation model based on the output activations of classifiers. The advantage of our model is that it can be easily trained with image level labels and softmax loss functions. More specifically, multiple linear local classifiers are firstly adopted to perform fine-grained classification at each location of high level CNN feature maps. The attention map is generated by aggregating and max-pooling the output activations. Then the attention map serves as a surrogate target object mask to train those local classifiers, similar to training models for semantic segmentation. Our model achieves state-of-the-art results on three heavily benchmarked datasets, i.e. 87.9% on CUB-200-2011 dataset, 94.1% on Stanford Cars dataset and 92.1% on FGVC-Aircraft dataset, demonstrating its effectiveness on fine-grained recognition tasks.
Introduction
Fine-grained recognition aims at distinguishing subordinate categories (e.g., bird species [29, 1, 16] , dog species [23, 22, 39, 20] , car models [12, 40, 5, 4] , etc.). The challenge is that visual differences between subordinate categories can be subtle while the variation within the same category can be very large.
In response to the challenge, the first step of most finegrained recognition models is to localize the object region Models are usually trained with ground truth structured annotations (e.g., part annotations, bounding boxes, attributes, etc.) [1, 12, 11, 37, 15, 28, 9, 35, 17] . However, those annotations require either domain knowledge or extensive crowd sourcing which are expensive. Recently, visual attention mechanism has been introduced to many image-related tasks [36, 7, 33, 34, 2, 32, 25, 26] . In the scenario of finegrained recognition, it helps the recognition model focus on discriminative regions [22, 39, 40, 5, 17, 31] . In general, visual attention can be formulated in either a bottom-up manner or a top-down manner [3] . In the bottom-up manner, the region attention is generated by performing unsupervised clustering on the neural activations [23, 40, 31, 38, 24] . The basic idea is that some high level neurons can only be activated by similar image patterns. By analyzing the concurrence of the activations of those neurons and object parts, one can build multiple part localizers which will be used for generating part proposals in the testing phase. However, splitting the attention localization apart from the recognition task may yield a sub-optimal solution to the recognition task.
In contrast, the top-down region attention is learned to minimize the recognition loss in an end-to-end way. Nevertheless, generating accurate attention is quite challenging since less prior knowledge is involved and the image level labels are too coarse to generate attention maps. In order to learn region attention that is helpful for the final recognition task, researchers have to devise auxiliary objective functions and specialized optimization strategies to regularize the attention learning process so that the obtained attention is category-discriminative, compact and diverse. However, those loss functions and optimization strategies add much complexity to the model and may increase the difficulty of model training.
To the goal of generating effective attention regions in a simplified way (i.e. without specially designed objective functions or training strategies), we propose to make use of the activations from classifiers (see Figure 1 ). Those classifiers make fine-grained category predictions at each location on the high level feature maps and their output activation volumes are then aggregated to yield a single volume representation which is further pooled to generate the attention map. The benefits of our model is two-fold. (1) The entire generation part consists of only training multiple classification models which is quite standard. Therefore, there is no extra complex customized strategy and we can use softmax loss to train the whole model. (2) Our attention map is produced by classifiers other than unsupervised clustering. It ensures the attended region is category-discriminative.
Hence, those regions can be used for further analysis in a multi-scale recognition way.
Motivation and Contributions
Our motivation is that if a local region can be used by a classifier to make a correct prediction of the object category, it means the region is discriminative and needs our predictor's attention. An attractive property of generating attention from classifier activations is that when we apply the classifier at each location we can obtain a probability distribution over all categories. Rather than a binary output that only indicates the possibility of being the attention region or not, this probability distribution allows us to obtain abundant information about the local region. If we have multiple classifiers, the aggregated predictions will further allow us to amend the incorrect predictions of each classifier through backpropgation during training. For example, given a local region, classifier A may predict it to be a background region with a modest probability, while classifier B may predict it to be one of the fine-grained category with a high probability. Then we will regard this local region as a discriminative region and train classifier A so that it can make correct target fine-grained prediction next time. This leads us to the idea of training each classifier using the attention map as the surrogate label (see Section 4.3 for details).
Our work is also inspired by [41] in which the authors find that a simple modification of the pooling layer can allow the classification-trained CNN model to localize attention regions (or category-specific image regions) in a single forward-pass. In this work, instead of using the pooling layer to obtain attention regions, we adopt the activations from multiple classifiers, which contain category-specific information, to extract attention regions.
The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel attention generation method for fine-grained recognition based on the output activations of multiple classifiers. The whole learning process is supervised under softmax loss functions with image level labels. Our model is much simpler compared to many state-of-the-art models.
• We demonstrate that local classifiers can be trained in a way similar to training semantic segmentation models and the generated attention maps can well serve as a surrogate target object mask in the training process.
• We conduct extensive experiments on three heavily benchmarked datasets (i.e. CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars and FGVC-Aircraft datasets) and achieve new state-of-the-art recognition results.
Related Work
Fine-grained recognition models usually contain object region localization as an important component. According to how models learn the object region, we categorize them into two categories: supervised localization based models and visual attention models. Since models in the second category are more related to our work, we will give a brief introduction to the first category and more details of the second category.
Supervised Localization Based Models
A straightforward way to find the object region is to train models using object annotations [1, 37, 15, 28, 9] . Branson et al. [1] use the detected object keypoints to align multiple wrapped regions with prototypical models and extract region features using a deep convolutional neural network. Lin et al. [15] propose a valve linkage function to enable the back-propagation through fine-grained recognition, part alignment and localization, connecting all subnetworks. Wang et al. [28] mine triplets of patches with geometric constraints to automatically find discriminative regions which help improve the accuracy of recognition.
Models in this category usually require ground truth annotations during the training phase. However, collecting those annotations are time-consuming and labor-expensive, posing a problem for scaling up the models to large finegrained datasets.
Visual Attention Models
In order to overcome the weakness of the supervised localization based models, researchers resort to visual attention mechanism in either a bottom-up or top-down way [23, 39, 40, 5, 31, 38, 24, 10] .
Bottom-up Visual Attention Models
In fine-grained recognition, bottom-up visual attention models usually perform neuron activation clustering to localize object parts. The basic idea is that some neurons can respond to specific image patterns significantly and consistently (e.g., some neurons are activated when they see bird's beaks) [38] . By analyzing those activations, one can detect object parts in an unsupervised way. Simon et al. [23] propose to find constellations from deep neural activation maps and learn a part model by selecting part detectors that fire at similar relative locations. Xiao et al. [31] perform spectral clustering to partition filters into several groups each of which acts as the part detector. Zhang et al. [38] introduce a two-step picking strategy in which the first step picks filters that respond to specific patterns to train object detectors and the second step picks filter responses via spatially weighted fisher vector encoding to obtain the final image representation. Bottom-up visual attention models do not need part annotations. However, the attention sub-model is optimized independently of the fine-grained recognition task, which may lead to a sub-optimal solution.
Top-down Visual Attention Models
In order to obtain optimal visual attention for fine-grained recognition, the top-down visual attention is learned so that it can help minimize the objective function of the finegrained recognition. Fu et al. [5] propose a recurrent attention convolutional neural network which learns discriminative region attention from coarse to fine. Zhao et al. [39] introduce a diversified visual attention network that proposes multiple canvases for high level feature extraction and predicts the attention map for each canvas using attention LSTMs. Pierre et al. [22] propose a recurrent neural network that can generate multiple glimpses into the input image and extracts multi-resolution patches for the final recognition.
Top-down visual attention models unify part localization and discriminative feature learning for fine-grained recognition as a whole. Nevertheless, researchers have to take special care (e.g. pairwise ranking loss [5] , diversity loss [39] ) when designing top-down visual attention models.
The most relevant work to ours is [5] , whereas there are noticeable differences in three aspects. (1) Our model is trained using purely softmax loss while [5] adopts an additional ranking loss. (2) Our model generates object attention from the activations of multiple classifiers while [5] generates attention from stacked fully-connected layers. (3) The attention in this work is in the form of two-dimensional masks while the attention in [5] is represented by bounding boxes.
Approach
The pipeline of the our attention generation process is shown in Figure 1 . It firstly extracts high level feature maps from the image via a backbone CNN. Then multiple classifiers are applied on the feature maps to output category prediction activation volumes which are then aggregated to obtain the attention map. For fine-grained recognition tasks, we use our generated attention maps to crop and zoom the attended regions to perform multi-scale predictions. Details will be provided in the following subsections.
High Level Feature Extraction
We use a fully convolutional network (FCN) for high level feature extraction. The reason for adopting a FCN is two-fold. One is that the FCN outputs convolutional feature maps which can be used for attention map generation. The other is that the FCN can ideally handle input images with different sizes so that we do not need to crop images during test time. We denote the output of the FCN as f (X), where X is the input image. The size of f (X) is C × H × W , where C is the number of channels, H and W are the spatial height and width of the feature maps.
Dense Local Activations
Before the detailed description of the core components of our model, we firstly introduce concepts that will be used in this paper. Local classifiers. In this work, local classifiers are linear classifiers that output (L + 1) dimensional activations. L stands for the number of fine-grained categories. The extra one is used to indicate the background category. The input to those classifiers are the feature vectors along the channel dimension in the convolutional feature maps. Intuitively, performing classification based on those feature vectors is We max-pool the activation vectors to obtain an aggregated version. It then is used to generate attention value at location (i, j) by simply max-pooling along the channel dimension excluding the last background category. We repeatedly perform this process at each location of the feature maps.
equivalent to performing classification based on local image patches since the receptive field of each high level neuron corresponds to a local region on the input image. Dense local activations. Dense local activations are the output of local classifiers when they are applied at each location on the feature maps. More specifically, given the C × H × W feature maps, we treat them as H × W feature vectors with dimension C. Each local classifier will classify those H × W feature vectors into (L + 1) categories, i.e. either one of the fine-grained categories or the background category. Therefore, each classifier will output a (L + 1) × H × W activation volume which we call dense local activations. Each slice of the volume is an attention map of the corresponding category including the background category. Images are high dimensional data such that using a single local classifier may be insufficient to achieve high recognition accuracy. Therefore, we adopt n local classifiers to obtain n activation volumes A i , i = (0, 1, 2, ..., n). To aggregate those activation volumes, we choose to max-pool the activations along the classifier dimension, i.e.
The size of the resulted aggregated activation volume A is still the same size as A i .
Learning to Generate Attention Maps
Given A, we can obtain the attention map M by simply max-pooling A along the channel dimension excluding the last background category. Detailed steps are shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 . Training local classifiers. We train local classifiers in a way similar to semantic segmentation [18] . The binary attention map is used as the surrogate mask for the object belonging to the ith category. During training, we update classifiers' weight so that the i-th slice in the aggregated activation volume approximates the final attention map. (Best viewed in color.)
Since the attention map M is generated from the output activations of local classifiers, it indicates where those classifiers pay attention to. For example, a location with higher activation value indicates that one of the local classifiers is more confident about its category prediction based on the local feature. On one hand, it is reasonable to regard this location as part of our attention region. On the other hand, before those local classifiers get well trained, we cannot guarantee the predictions within the attended region are correct predictions. Conversely, many predictions within the attended region might be incorrect in the first several training epochs. That is to say, some locations are activated as part of the attention region by false confident predictions. However, due to the lack of detailed object annotations as supervisory signals, we face a challenge to train those local classifiers.
Inspired by semantic segmentation [18] where each output slice corresponds to a specific category segmentation, we also treat each slice of the aggregated activations A as an attention map corresponding to a specific category. Ideally, one can use accurate object masks to facilitate the training. At locations within the object mask, classifiers should make correct fine-grained category predictions. At locations beyond the object mask, classifiers should be able to label the locations as background. Here, we use Otsu method [21] to obtain a binary object attention map M b from M and regard it as the surrogate of the target fine-grained object mask which serves as the same role as the segmentation mask plays in semantic segmentation. Note that no matter whether the attended locations are activated by incorrect predictions or correct predictions we treat them equally as part of the attention region as long as their probability activations are high. The assumption is that higher probability indicates that the local feature contains abundant information which is worth our attention. Though this assumption does not always hold true. We find that it indeed works in our scenario. The learning process is shown in Figure 3. 
Fine-grained Recognition
For the fine grained recognition task, we train our model at different image scales similar to other state-of-the-art methods [5] [39] . Multi-scale recognition means recursively localizing, cropping and amplifying the attended region multiple times for recognition. For each scale, we train classifiers at two levels. One is the local classifiers which are detailed in the above sections and the other is the object level classifier.
Local Level Loss Function
As mentioned in the previous section, we use the binary attention map M b as the surrogate object mask to construct the loss function
indicates the loss of background category classification and
indicates the loss of fine-grained category classification. p t (i,j) and p bk (i,j) are the softmax probabilities of the t-th category label and the background category label at location (i, j) on the feature maps. Usually the background regions are much larger than our attention regions. Therefore we adopt a weight w to prevent 0 from being too dominant.
is the ratio of the attended area over the entire spatial area of the high level feature maps.
Object Level Loss Function
Local classifiers only utilize local information while the object level information is ignored. Therefore, we also train a linear classifier based on object level features. Given the attention mask M b , we spatially max-pool the weighted feature maps M b f (X) to a single vector as the object level features. The loss function is
where t is the label of the image and p t is the softmax probability of the t-th category. Combing both the local level loss and the object level loss, the loss function at a single scale is
This loss function consisting of only softmax losses enables fast implementation and easy training of the proposed model. When doing multi-scale training, our models are trained sequentially and the objective function (see Equation 6) at each scale is optimized independently.
Multi-scale Prediction
Once our model is well trained, we can average multi-scale predictions as the final prediction. Specifically, for each scale, the prediction is the average of both the averaged local prediction and object level prediction. The averaged local prediction is obtained by spatially average pooling the aggregated activation maps A excluding the last background category. Note that the channel dimension of A is L + 1. When the background category is removed, the obtained vector naturally serves as local level prediction. The object level prediction is simply obtained from the output of the object level classifier. We average all the predicted probabilities from all scales as the final prediction.
Experiments

Datasets
Evaluations are performed on CUB-200-2011 [30] , FGVC-Aircraft [19] and Stanford Cars [13] . A brief description of the three datasets including the train-test split and the number of categories is given in Table 1 .
Implementation Details
ResNet50 [8] pre-trained on the ImageNet classification dataset is adopted as the backbone network. The convolutional feature maps before the last pooling layer are extracted as the high level feature representation. All the local classifiers and the object level classifier are linear classifiers. For each local classifier, it is implemented as a (L + 1) × 1 × 1 convolution kernel so that our model can be trained in an end-to-end way. For all images in the datasets, we resize their short edges to 448 as [40, 5] . The number of local classifiers is 16 and the fine tuning learning rate is 1e-4. Each model is trained for 40 epochs. 
Evaluation of the Learned Attention
Before the presentation of attention evaluation, we firstly introduce our baseline models, i.e. a single scale ResNet50 model [8] and a multi-scale ResNet50 model. For both models, we spatially max-pool the final convolutional feature maps to obtain an entire image-level feature vector for classification. The single scale ResNet50 is trained on the original images in the datasets while the mutliscale ResNet50 is trained on multi-scale images. Note that ResNet50 does not directly generate attention regions to focus on. Thus, we use the multi-scale images generated by our model to train the multi-scale ResNet50. Under this setting, both our model and multi-scale ResNet50 will be trained on the same multi-scale images with more and more focused regions. For multi-scale ResNet-50, we average predictions from three scales as the final prediction. We show the recognition results on three datasets from Table 2 to Table 4 along with other state-of-the-art methods.
From the results, we can find that our model outperforms the baseline multi-scale ResNet50 by more than 2%. Since both models are trained on the same multi-scale images, we argue that the improvement is brought by our generated attention which facilitates the training of both local classifiers and the object level classifier at each scale. We also note that the recognition accuracy of the multi-scale ResNet50 model is higher than the single scale ResNet50 model. This can be explained by the fact that the multi-scale ResNet50 model is trained on multi-scale images generated by our model which enables the model to capture more and more discriminative features. It also demonstrates the effectiveness of the generated attention. Even the attention generation network is trained within our model, the generated attention maps are also helpful for other models to improve recognition accuracy.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
We show the recognition result comparisons on three datasets from Table 2 to Table 4 . The classification accuracy of our model surpasses the recent models on all three benchmark datasets. The model that is most similar to our model is RA-CNN [5] . We find our model surpasses RA-CNN by around 2%. We also notice that our model even outperforms most recent Mask-CNN [29] and HSNet [14] which use extra annotations on CUB-200-2011 dataset and Standford Cars dataset.
It is worth mentioning that the objective function of our model contains only the commonly used softmax classification loss while the objective function of RA-CNN contains dedicated ranking loss besides the classification loss. It shows that even our model uses a much simpler objective function, the recognition accuracy is higher than that of other state-of-the-art methods. The recognition results on three benchmark datasets demonstrate that our model is an effective architecture for fine-grained recognition.
Attention Visualization
From Figure 4 to Figure 6 , examples of the learned attention are illustrated for the purpose of intuitive understanding. It is obvious that our model can pay attention to the discriminative object regions and exclude the cluttered background. Unlike the model in [5] which generates a single attended bounding box, our model generates attention masks. In some cases where there are multiple objects, our model can simutaneously localize multiple objects which is shown in the first and third column in Figure 6 . The loss function in Equation 4 encourages our model to generate a slightly larger attention regions than the attention regions in [5] . Nevertheless, we can still find that the attention regions from the second and the last scales are much more focused compared to the attention generated form the first scale.
Since our model can localize object regions, it is interesting to see the relationship between the bounding boxes of the attended regions and those of the ground truth objects. We choose binary attention maps from the first scale as the attended object regions since our model focuses more on the whole object at this scale. Here, this experiment is conducted on CUB-200-2011 dataset for an intuitive illustration. Some calculated bounding boxes are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the bounding boxes of the attended regions approximate the ground truth bounding boxes. The averaged IOU between the bounding boxes of the attended regions and the ground truth bounding boxes is 0.54. The IOU is promising since the obtained attended regions are optimized for fine-grained classification which is quite different from traditional object detection tasks. Therefore, we do not compare our results to other object detection methods.
Ablation Study
Effect of Local Level Loss and Object Level Loss
One might argue that a single object level loss is sufficient for the recognition task. To investigate the effectiveness of those two level losses, we train one model with only the local level loss and another model with only the object level loss. The results are shown in Table 5 . Compared to the recognition accuracy from Table 2 to Table 4 , we notice an obvious accuracy drop when the model is trained with only a single loss. It can be explained that when the model is trained under the hybrid loss, it can get more supervised signals from both local level and object level information, leading to more efficient learning. The local loss can also be regarded as a regularization term that reduces the risk of the object level classifier over-fitting the dataset. 
Effect of Combining Local Level Predictions and Object Level Prediction
At each scale, the final prediction is the averaged prediction of both averaged local predictions and the object level prediction. We show the recognition accuracy of the averaged local predictions and the object level prediction separately in each row of Table 6 . Note that unlike previous experiment, Acc local and Acc obj in this section are obtained from models trained under both the local level loss and the object level loss. We find that the recognition accuracy of averaged local predictions is slightly lower than that of the object level prediction. It is reasonable because the features used in dense local activations are local features which may lack sufficient discriminative information for recognition. In contrast, the feature for the object level prediction is the aggregation of a feature set within the attended region which contains more object information. By comparing Acc loc , Acc obj and Acc avg , we observe that combing both local level prediction and object level prediction yields higher recognition accuracy at most scales.
Effect of Multi-scale Recognition
To illustrate the effectiveness of multi-scale recognition, we report the recognition accuracy from each scale in Table 6 . Comparing the accuracy in the multi-scale column to those in single scale columns, we find that the accuracy in the multi-scale column is higher than any of a single scale. It demonstrates that the multi-scale ensemble indeed helps improve recognition accuracy.
Effect of the Number of Local Classifiers
For dense local activations, we use n local classifiers. In this section, we investigate the effect of the number of local classifiers. We retrain our model with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 local classifiers, respectively. The recognition results are shown in Figure 8 . From the figure, we can find that the recognition accuracy firstly increases and then statures as the number of classifiers increases. Surprisingly, when there are two local classifiers, the recognition accuracy increases by a large margin compare to the that of training using only one classifier. The reason is that images are high dimensional data such that using a single local classifier is insufficient to make correct recognition at all locations. By adding more local classifiers, we increase the capacity of the local model so that it can perform better in terms of recognition accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to generate attention regions based on the activations of local classifiers for fine-grained recognition. The proposed model can be trained with only image level labels and softmax loss which makes it simple and easy to implement. Evaluation on three benchmark datasets demonstrates the superior performance of our model.
